This paper presents a practical and effective novel approach to curve fit electromechanical EM overcurrent OC relay characteristics. Based on singular value decomposition SVD , the curves are fitted with equation in state space under modal coordinates. The relationships between transfer function and Markov parameters are adopted in this research to represent the characteristic curves of EM OC relays. This study applies the proposed method to two EM OC relays: the GE IAC51 relay with moderately inverse-time characteristic and the ABB CO-8 relay with inversetime characteristic. The maximum absolute values of errors of hundreds of sample points taken from four time dial settings TDS for each relay between the actual characteristic curves and the corresponding values from the curve-fitting equations are within the range of 10 milliseconds. Finally, this study compares the SVD with the adaptive network and fuzzy inference system ANFIS to demonstrate its accuracy and identification robustness.
Introduction
Power generation systems generally have few large generators connected directly to their subtransmission networks and distribution networks. Thus, the fault currents of buses do not differ much from those of transmission lines. This makes low-cost, reliable, and easily coordinated electromechanical EM overcurrent OC relays suitable for protection coordination relay in the subtransmission networks and distribution networks. Although some older relays have been replaced by new digital ones, there are still many EM OC relays in service.
The operation principle of the EM OC relay is to introduce an electric current into the coil of an electromagnet to produce eddy currents with phase differences. This in turn
where t: relay operating time. TDS: time dial setting. i: fault current on the secondary side of the CT. I n : current tap setting. M: multiples of tap value current, M i/I n . F, G, H, Y, Z, a n , b n , c n , d n , p: constants. respectively. The fitted curve differs considerably from the actual characteristic curve and cannot be used directly as a good replacement. Consider the case 19 in which the TDS settings in 2.6 are modified to 0.3, 1.5, 4, and 8.7, while their manufacture data counterparts remain the same as 0.5, 2, 5, and 10, respectively expressed as Figure 2 . The averages of absolute values of errors of the four sets of 488 sampling operating times taken between the modified fitted curve and the actual characteristic curve are 28.64, 32.54, 90.97, and 168.74 ms, respectively. Although this modified 2.6 has better accuracy, it is still not good enough to represent the actual characteristic curves provided by the manufacturer.
Customized Characteristic Equation

Data Base Method
The values of M and the corresponding operating times are stored directly 3, 4 . This type of representation is commonly used today, but requires large data storage. Because the relay characteristics cannot be represented by an equation, interpolation method is usually applied to estimate data points not stored.
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques
Researchers are applying more artificial neural network and fuzzy model techniques 7, 9 to optimal curve fitting. Among these approaches, the ANFIS algorithm developed by Geethanjali and Slochanal 9 shows promising results.
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Method
Based on the concept of transfer function, this paper proposes an algorithm to represent the characteristic curves of EM OC relays to calculate Markov parameters 20, 21 . After the Hankel matrices 20 are constructed, they are decomposed by SVD and transformed to state space system under modal coordinates. Finally, the state space solution is found, and the fitting equation is obtained by transformation back to the continuous M-domain system 21 . The proposed algorithm processes the M-domain data directly and is thus an identification method in the M-domain.
The SVD method is as follows 11-15, 20, 21 .
Step 1. Find the estimated operating time t 0 on the EM OC relay characteristic curve corresponding to a specific multiple of tap value current M as in 3.1 . Repeat this process to the right with incremental step ΔM to form the sample sequence t k , k 1, 2, 3, . . ., where
M min : minimum multiple of tap value current. ΔM: increment sampling step.
Step 2. Use t k , k 1, 2, 3, . . . to form the Hankel matrices H 0 and H 1 in 3.2 as follows:
3.2
Step 3. Apply SVD to the Hankel matrix H 0 to obtain matrices R, Σ, and S in 3.3
Step 4. Determine the proper dimension n for the modal coordination system in 3.3 and obtain matrices R n , Σ n , and S n in 3.4 , where n is also the number of fitting waveform components and its range is form 1 to the rank of Σ
RΣS
Step 5. Calculate the matrices A, B, and C, which are the estimates of the matrices A, B, and C in the state space system 3.5 , as 3.6 and 3.7 show
where E T 1 is shown as 3.8
and the system matrix D is as shown in 3.9
Step 6. Transform the state space Equation 3.5 into modal coordinate system to find Λ, B m , and C m as 3.10 , 3.12 , 3.13 , and 3.14 show
where M m k is as shown in 3.11
12
C m CΨ, 3.14 where λ i : eigenvalues of A, i 1, 2, . . . , n. Ψ: matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of A.
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Step 7. Obtain the unit impulse response sequence from 3.10 , the state space equations under modal coordinates, as known system Markov parameters in 3.15 below:
Step 8. Derive the equation of the fitted relay characteristic curve by transforming back to continuous M-domain system 3.16
where t is the operating time with M as its variable. n 1 is the number of the smooth waveform components. n 2 is the number of the paired oscillation waveform components thus the coefficient 2 . n 3 is the number of the independent oscillation components. n 3 − n 2 is the number of the unpaired oscillation waveform components. C i , α i , K i , and A r i are the constants. f i is the oscillation frequency, in Hertz. ϕ i is the oscillation phase shift, in radian. Equation 3.17 describes the relationship among n, n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 n n 1 2n 2 n 3 − n 2 n 1 n 2 n 3 .
3.17
The characteristic curves of an EM OC relay can be represented by a digital state space model, and the desired bound of the maximum absolute value of errors may be established by selecting an appropriate system model order n. Equation 3.16 is an unified equation by SVD method to fit EM OC relays characteristic curves, all of which are piecewise nonlinear continuous smooth descending curves. Any of such characteristic curves can be fitted by simply changing the values of the parameters in the equation.
Cases Study
The following case study involves two EM OC relays: the GE moderately inverse-time relay IAC51 22 and the ABB inverse-time relay CO-8 18 . To be both accurate and reasonable, the constraint set for the fit is that the maximum absolute value of errors between all the fitted sampling points and the actual characteristic curves for each TDS be less than 10 milliseconds. The calculations in this study were made using MATLAB. 
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Case 1: GE IAC51 Relay
Four characteristic curves corresponding to TDS 1, 4, 7, and 10 were selected for curve fitting and 486 sample points of relay operating time are taken for M ranging from 1.5 to 50.0 with steps of 0.1. Table 1 lists the calculated mathematic parameters, where the selected number of fitted waveform components n is the minimum number of waveform needed to construct the TDS curve. Equation 3.16 can be rewritten as 4.1 to represent the characteristic curves corresponding to the four TDS as
4.1
The number of the smooth waveform components n 1 was set to the maximum of the fitted result for the four TDS characteristic curves, and likewise for n 2 and n 3 . The parameters of the waveform components not used in the fitted result were set to zero. This simple operating equation contains 26 parameters and includes n 1 5 smooth waveform components, n 2 4 paired oscillation waveform components and n 3 − n 2 0 unpaired oscillation waveform components. Since the minimum value of the samples of the multiples of tap value current of the characteristic curve is 1.5 and the sampling step ΔM 0.1, M 1.5 − 0.1 1.4. Table 2 compares the 17 relay operating times and the corresponding SVD fitted values for each TDS. The average of absolute values of errors for each TDS is in the range 0.40-1.27 ms. Table 3 Finally, Figure 3 shows the samples of the actual relay operating times and the corresponding values from the curve-fitting equations obtained by SVD. This figure shows that two sets of values are so closely matched that they are virtually indistinguishable. This clearly demonstrates the accuracy and identification robustness of the SVD method.
Case 2: ABB CO-8 Relay
Four characteristic curves corresponding to TDS 0.5, 3, 6, and 9 were selected for curve fitting, and 488 sample points of relay operating time were taken for M ranging from 1.3 to 50.0 with steps of 0.1. 
4.2
This simple operating equation contains 40 parameters and includes n 1 6 smooth waveform components, n 2 6 paired oscillation waveform components, and n 3 − n 2 1 unpaired oscillation waveform components. Since the minimum value of the samples of the multiples of tap value current of the characteristic curve is 1.3 and the sampling step ΔM 0.1, M 1.3 − 0.1 1.2. Table 5 compares the 17 relay operating times and the corresponding SVD fitted values for each TDS. The average of absolute values of errors for each TDS ranges from 0.37 to 0.95 ms. Table 6 summarizes the complete fitting results. The maximum absolute values of errors range from 3.69 to 8.22 ms, and all occur at smaller M values i.e., 2.0, 3.9, 2.5, and 4.4 . Table 2 for the meanings of the terms. Table 3 for the meanings of the terms.
The absolute values of error of 488 sample points with TDS 3 CO8 relay are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the absolute values of errors are within preset range, and the absolute values of errors at smaller values of M are larger, in accordance with what was mentioned in Section 1 that, for EM OC relays, curve fitting is harder at small values of M where the relay operating time changes nonlinearly and drastically.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the samples of the actual relay operating times and the corresponding values from the curve-fitting equations obtained by SVD. This figure shows that these two sets of values are also closely matched.
Result Analysis
The following paragraphs analyze and compare the SVD fitting results for the IAC51 and CO-8 EM OC relays.
The maximum absolute values of errors of the hundreds of sample points calculated by SVD are within the millisecond range, which is accurate enough for practical purposes. However, more fitted waveform components can be selected if greater precision is desired. Although the maximum absolute values of errors and maximum absolute values of percentage errors primarily occur at small M values where the relay operating time is highly nonlinear and changes rapidly, the curves fitted by SVD method still match the relay characteristic very well in the case study.
The SVD method can be applied to different types of inverse-time EM OC relay. As shown in Table 1 for the IAC51 relay, the numbers of fitted waveform components for the four characteristic curves with TDS 1, 4, 7, and 10 are 4, 9, 12, and 13, respectively. Table 4 shows the numbers of fitted waveform components for the four characteristic curves with TDS 0.5, 3, 6, and 9 are 9, 12, 15, and 19, respectively for the CO-8 relay. Relays with more inverse-time characteristics require more fitted waveform components to achieve the same range of maximum absolute values of errors. For a particular inverse-time EM OC relay, a larger number of fitted waveform components is also required to achieve the same range of maximum absolute values of errors for higher TDS. In any case, the fitted results for both types of relays are accurate enough for practical applications.
SVD can be applied to achieve excellent protection coordination between widely used digital relays and conventional EM OC relays. The procedures may be outlined below using CO-8 relay as an example, with a coordination time interval of 0.3 second.
(a) Use the CO-8 Relay as the Primary Relay
Set TDS 5 so that t, M 1.098, 18 . The setting of the backup digital relay should be t, M 1.398, 18 and can be easily accomplished by setting TDS 6.49. This makes it easy to set the digital relay using the curve-fitted equation of the EM OC relay's characteristic curves with TDS 6 and TDS 7 as a base reference.
(b) Use the Digital Relay to Achieve Adaptive Relay [1, 8] 
Protection Coordination
First, apply SVD to determine the settings of the CO-8 relay and then calculate the operating time for the digital relay by adding 0.3 s to, or subtracting 0.3 s from, that of the CO-8 relay if the digital relay is to function as a backup or primary relay, respectively.
Comparison between SVD and ANFIS
In 2008, Geethanjali and Slochanal applied fuzzy logic and artificial neural network on six adaptive network and fuzzy inference system ANFIS algorithms tri-mf5, gauss-mf5, gbellmf5, tri-mf7, gauss-mf7, and gbell-mf7 for the characteristic curve fitting of one EM OC relay: the very inverse-time CRP9 relay with TDS 4, 7, and 10 9 . The current study applies the SVD method to the relay for the same TDS characteristic curves for comparison purposes, with sampling step 1.0, and 18 relay operating times 9 . Table 7 
5.1
This simple operating equation includes n 1 3 smooth waveform components, n 2 3 paired oscillation waveform components, and n 3 − n 2 2 unpaired oscillation waveform components. The minimum value of the samples of the multiples of tap value current of the characteristic curve is 3 for the CRP9 EM OC relay. Thus, the value of M is 2.
For each TDS, Table 8 compares the best results of each of the six ANFIS and those of SVD. For the CRP9 relay, the table shows that the ranges of maximum absolute values of errors are 0.00 ms and 16.00-28.00 ms, the ranges of maximum absolute values of percentage errors are 0.00 and 0.91-1.82, the ranges of averages of absolute values of errors are 0.00 ms and 5.20-11.80 ms and the ranges of averages of absolute values of percentage errors are 0.00 and 0.61-1.59, for the SVD and ANFIS, respectively.
Nine methods, which include the coefficient analytical model and fuzzy model in 7 , SVD method and six ANFIS methods 9 , are used to fit the same three TDS characteristic curves for CRP9 relay. The average values of absolute percentage errors are shown in Figure 6 . SVD is clearly the best. In summary, SVD outperforms ANFIS in curve fitting the operating time characteristics of the EM OC relay CRP9. Once again, this confirms the accuracy and identification robustness of the SVD method.
Conclusion
This study proposes an algorithm based on singular value decomposition SVD and fits the characteristic curves corresponding to eight TDS of two different types of inversetime EM OC relays. The method decomposes the waveforms of the curves, according to their eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors, into various smooth and oscillating components without converting them to the frequency domain. Results show that the SVD performs exceedingly well in every respect regarding four different types of absolute values of errors. Although the maximum absolute values of errors and maximum absolute values of percentage errors primarily occur at small M values where the relay operating time is highly nonlinear and changes rapidly, the curves fitted by the SVD method can still match the relay characteristic very well. The SVD is also superior to ANFIS.
The ability to accurately represent the characteristic curves of the EM OC relays by a simple equation can provide good protection coordination between conventional EM OC relays and digital relays for subtransmission systems and distribution systems. The formula is a unified equation by SVD algorithm, and it can fit the characteristics of any piecewise nonlinear continuous smooth descending curves by simply changing the values of its parameters. Such convenience or advantage can be exploited not only for OC protection equipments such as EM OC relays or power fuses in power systems for practical applications or future studies, but also for any subject in any field with such characteristic.
